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                          Introduction

    The most important thing in improving the thermal efficiency of
a Diesel engine is to make sure that eombustion is completed quickly.

In other words, the a£ter-burning should be reduced as far as possible.
In Diesel engines, some combustion problems regarding the improve-
ment of their performances ean be usually analysed as problems of
the degree of this after-burning. The problems regarding the combu-
stion of a Diesel engine are so complicated owing to the problems of

fuel injection and the mixing o£ air and fuel, that they can hardly
be analysed by means of only usual Eundamental researches. There-
fore, this paper is intended to present some solutions, and deseriptions

whieh were derived from analysing the process of combustion as re-
corded on indicator diagrams obtained under operating conditions of
a practical engine, eoncerning the following three subjects.

     I. Infiuenee of Cetane Value of Fuel on Diesel Engine Per-
        formanee.
    II. Combustion Progress when a Pilot Injection is Employed.

    III, Combustion and Performance of a Diesel Engine with Pre-
        combustion Chamber.

                Experimental Apparatus and Fuels

1. Experimental Engipe.

    Single cylinder test engine (Fig. 1),

  ･･ bore:110mm, stroke:140mm,
           rated horse power: 10BHP at 1400･---1500 r.p.m.

    This engine is conveytible into engines with various combustion
chambers by changing its cylinder head and piston.

    Cylinder head £or direct injection combustion chamber:
           4 valves, (2 masked inlets, 2 exhausts),
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Cylinder head for pe-combustion ehamber:
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         Fig. 1. Experimental Engine.

 2. gndicator.

    A piezo-eleetric indieator was employed.

graph was used £or the reeordings and a cathode
also used for observations, The structure of the
shell type as shown in Fig.2. The

high temperature gas was made of a thin sheet
and any influence of the eyclic change of gas
cylinder was avoided.

    The change of temperature in the inner part
taining crystals, however, could not be avoided, '

was directly connected,with the inner part and
suMeient. Accordingly, the disadvantage of
of the indicator resulted. Therefore, the

2 valves.
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           Piek-up for Piezo-electric

        A electromagnetic oseillo-

             ray oscillograph was

               pick-up was of a
pressure diaphragm in contact with

             of phosphor bronze,
             temperature in the

              of the pick-up con-

            smce the diaphragm
             its cooling was not
         changing the sensitivity

       pressure under any given

Fig. Z.

Indicator.
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operating conditions was first measured by using a Farnborough in-
dicator, and then the sensitivity of the piezoelectric indicator was

adjusted by comparing with the readings of the Farnborough indicator.

    In the case of an engine with a pre-combustion chamber, pressure

indicators were equipped in both chambers, respectively. Since an
accurate value of pressure difference between the two eombustion
chambers was required especially in this case, a device of adjusting

the sensitivities of indicators was employed so that they would always

coincide each other while the engine was operated.

   Besides, the pressure difference between the two combustion charn-

bers was also recorded. As is shown in Fig. 3, the amplifiers of the
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             Fig. 3. Diagram of Amplifier £or the Measurement
                   of Pressure Difference.

two indicators were put in a cabinet, and the same electrical source

was used. A bridge circuit was arranged at the output ends of the
two amplifiers so that the difference of the current at their output

would be obtained. At first, the amplifiers were adjusted so that the

readings of ammeter would be always zero, when the same change of
pressure was given at the pick-up. The pressure differenee during the

operation of an engine, converted into eurrent, was indicated･ on a
Braun-tube, and the sensitivities of indicators were adjusted by chan-

ging the capacities o£ variable condensers set parallel with the pick-up,
when ever the image on the tube was judged to be unreasonable.
Furthermore, the coineidence of the sensitivities of indicators was
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         Fig 4. Indicator Diagrams of Experiment (IX)-D in Study Ill.

sometimes assured by checking if the image of pressure difference
on the Braun tube deviated from a straight line or not after the engine

was warmed up, since the pressure difference between the two cham-
bers must be approximately zero when the engine is operated at about

200r.p.m. An example of the oscillogram of an engine with pre-
combusti(m ehambers is shown in Fig. 4.
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 3. Fuels.

   The kinds of fuel used in the present experiments are shown in
Table 1, The fuels N5, N4, N3 are blended fuels of "Kogasin" and
naphthalene oil in tar oil, refined by washing with sulphurie acid, water

and caustie soda. The commereial light oil shown in Table 1 was used
only in Experiment (I-2), and other kinds of commercial light oil were

used in the other experiments.

          The Method of Analysing Indicator Diagrams

 1. The case of an engine with single combustion chamber.

    The process of obtaining the combustion progress was based upon

the method proposed in "Thermodynamik der Verbrennungskraft-
machinen" written by Prof. H. List. Besides the indicator diagrams,

the volume of suetion air was measuxed, and it was assumed that the
volume of residual gas was 112r of the volume of suction air, (taking

rasthecompressionratio). ･
    The energy equation in respect to 1 Moi of working medium in
a compression stroke is as follows, between a certain point before the

beginning of combustion and an arbitrary point during the combustion

period:

           ((3a'uat -2eo) + ALo-a + Qiv,-. = Hec

where,

       H. == Heat generated by eombustion
      ALo.. = External work done
        6. = Change of number of Mols before and after the
           combustion
        u. = Internal energy of woking medium in combustion
           period
        u, =Internalenergyofworkingmediumbeforecombustion
       Qw,-. = CoOling loss.

    Each of these terms can be obtained in the following manner from

the indicator diagram anct the weight of working medium:
    known value measured value

         -Z] po,G --- T,=.Po'Vl) su,
                                           R. G
                                             alr
         v. pa,Gqa=G+G!fa-'T"=RP,:VGS.=sYii21I,II.f.GS"at
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where,

       G = Weight of working medium in eompression period
       G,. = Weight of working medium in combustion period

       Gf. == Weight o£ injected fuel.

   B. is unknown until the computation is completed. There£ore, the
cases o£ assuming air and complete combustion gas as the worl<ing
medium were calculated respeetively at first, and the values of 6. were

interpolated.

   That is to say, when it is assumed that the working gas is air,

         T..==IZgV" ----> u..
           aii'RairG air
Further, when it is assumed that the working medium is complete

         T. ..LZ2.gVct ->u.
           gaS6R.i.G gas
       6 = Change of number of Mols before and after the combustion
           of al} injected fuel.

External work is

         L,2.==£hh,=z[PiI;Ii?2Vk] or ;E]-ZL/EPL'(v.,-x)

       n = Index of polytropie change between 1 and 2 obtained from
           indieator diagram,

   The numerical computations of the above integration were per-
formed at the interval of 10tw20 in crank angle for the main eom-
bustion period, and at the interval of 20-50 for the after-burning
period.

   Since the estimation of cooling ioss is diMcult, it was not tal<en

into consideration in the present paper. Accordingly, the amount of

cooling loss is not included in the generated heat calculated.

 2. The case of an engine with pre-eombustion chamber.

    When the combustion chamber is divided into two ehambers con-
nected by narrow passages, there exsists a considerable pressure dif-

ference between the two chambers. Accordingly, the progress of
combustion in each combustion chamber can be obtained from the

respective indicator diagrams in the same manner as the case o£ single
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combustion chamber, when the amount of working medium moving
between the two chambers is obtained with the aid of this pressure
difference.

    The state (temperature) o£ the working medium in both chambers
before the beginning of combustion and the degree of transformation

o£ the kinetic energy of flow into heat must first be obtained £or the

computations of the each progress o£ combustion. The former may
be assumed as wiil be de scribed below, and the latter was assumed
on the basis that the energy of flow during the combustion period
changes into heat at the instant of entrance. Under these assumptions,

if the cooling loss could be le£t out of coitsideration, one can obtain
the following energy equatioit between two points of combustion:

   pre-eombustion ehamber;

         pux>Pv GviZew+liG{i-L,'iz +Hv =Gv'Uv
                    11 1"2 l-2 22                  Hv,-, = (Gv,'Zev,-Gv,'Uv,) - tiGi-2'ix,u,

         1)z<1)v Gv,'Zev,-IIGi-L''iv,-,+"Elw,m,=Gv,'Uv, ,

                  Uv,", := (Gv,'Uv,-Gv,'Uv,)+AGi-e'iv,",

   main combustion ehamber;

         Pz>Pv Gx,'Urt,-AGi-2'ix,-,mx4LJ-!+Hz,-,==G{x,'Ux,

                  Ht,r, = (Gg,'Ux,- G{z,'Ug,) + dGi-2'ix,rr,+ ALi-L7

         Px<puv Gx,'Uz,+AG!i-L''iv,u,-ALi-2+EInt,-,=Gz,'Ux,

                  He,-, = (G2,'Ux,-Gx,'ttx,)-dGi-2'iv,-,+ ALi-2

where,

       sufix z == Notation of main combustion chamber
       suflix v =- Notation of pre-combustion chamber

             p = Pressure in eombustion chamber
             ze == Internal energy

             i = Enthalpy
             G == Weight of working medium in each combustion
                 chamber
          dG]-2 = Weight of working medium whieh was moved
                 between two points 1 and 2
          ALi-2= External work done by piston
           Hi-2= Heat generated by combustion.

   (i) Assumption of temperature of working medium before the
       beginning of combustion in both combustion chambers.
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   The change of state of working medium in main combustion
chamber can be expressed as puv"--const. in compression stroke. In
the pre-eombustion chamber, however, this equation can not be exactly

applied because the kinetic energy transformed into heat by friction

is irreversible. However, the amount o£ heat geneyated rnay be very
small, and the change of state in pre-combustion chamber is assumed

to be reversible. Then,

                                  ?t'-]         p.vlt'==const., T.=T.,(pP.Z)n'

                                 o
                                  nr'-1         p.vge,"=eonst., Tw=Tv,(pP.",)""

If it is assumed that the conditions at the beginning of compression are

   Pxe:==Pv,, T.,=T.,, and that nt= nn= n,

         Ti. =(-£t' )T':` ea

From the eondition that the sum of the quantities of the working me-

dium in both ehambers is constant, one has

                          puzK+ILpvV}
         G:==PxX+P.".. a.
             RTzRTv RTz
Accordingly

             p.x+- pu.vL

                   a         Tx =:
                  RG

         T. == aT.

   The mean value of the index n, between the two points at the
beginning of compression and just at the beginning of combustion,
was found from the mean compression-pressure line (p,.::= Pz}llPIZ')

obtained on the indicator diagrams o£ both combustion chambers. The
value of n was 1.32rw1.33 when the beginniug point of combustion was

50-100 before the top dead eenter; n=1.325 was used in a!l cases of
computatiops.

   (ii) Steps of computation.

   The starting point of computation was selected at a certain point
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before the beginning of combustion and the state at that point was
fust assumed. Regarding the second point to be determined, the

temperature at the side o£ higher pressure was assumed and dG.,-, or
taG.,-, was found. The deduction of riG.,-, or tiG., ll, from G., or G., then

gave G., or G.,, and T., or T,,, can be obtained with the aid of the

equation of perfect gas. When this'result does not coincide with the

initial assumption, the same process must be repeated. However, two
times of trials were suflicient to obtain accuracy within 10C.

   The details of computation are as follows for the case of p.>p.:

  knownquantities, calculatedquantities.

   (i' liiil･ ;'Yr' gil:ii.tl,- a"d (ZGa),.

          "1              11         pa)ZZSPV2 )

   (2) TV.i2'asllUmedi -(/.TG")

          k2                       riGxi-2 == Lll7 (( ddGa ), + ( alalGa ).] da

                        s"
                       Gz, = G!z,-ziG!x,-,, G!v, = Gv,+AG!z,--,

                        ss
                       T.,-..Z.ft2..I-tti , T.,-t'2.Vdj,

   (iii) Quantity flowing through the connecting passage.

    When p,>p. and -iltl'>(k?1)Et'ii,

         d,G. - ",2/ ny..,/2gk-..il((g/');'-(-g/)Ei';iI

          '    .puttlng

         gi. vlZ};;/2gk4i:-==c

one has

          gG. -c,.i･ T/(e/);'-(x/)lj'i`



Then,

This computation
( Pp:' ) and f(

   AGz,-2'

points on the

of the

tations were under-taken at intervals of

period

1. Preface.

   During
manfactured
remarkable

the maximum
this synthetic

of experlments

eauses.
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 f == Sectional area of the connecting passage =O.OO0431 m2

 n =:: r.p.m. of the engine =:1390 (constant)

 y = CoeMcient o£ discharge = O.92
 R =: Gas constant of the working medium :::BR.i,

   --1.039×29,27=30.41mkg!OCkg £orR==1,8(£ullload),
     1.021×29.27=29.83mkglOCkg £orR==3.3(4/10load),
 6 = volume change before and after the combustion

   ==1,039 for2=1.8, 1.021 forR==3.3
 k = Specific heat x'atio

   :::1.304t-m-1.331 at t--1500-10000C for R==1.8

     k =: 1.32 (assumed for all cases o£ full load)
   = 1.314"-thb･1.342 at t==1500-q-10000C for A:=3.3

     k =: 1.33 (assumed for all cases of 4/10 load)

   eldGa =:: C' tiPE f(ipu,iY')

        C=O.7756 for R=1.8(fullload)
          =O,7741 forR==3.3(4/10load)

          can be performed easily, if the relation between
      Zi ) is previously prepared.

   the quantity fiowing at the interval between ewo adjacent
     indicator diagram, was deterinined by the arithmetic mean

instantaneous fiow at these two points, The numerical eompu-

                            10rw20 for the main combustion
and of 20-50 for the after-burning period.

        Experimental Results and Discussion

      I. Influence of Cetane Value of Fuel on
            Diesel Engine Performancee

    World War II, synthetic fuel of high cetane value was
     by the Hokkaido Artificial Gasoline Company. Since a
    increase in fuel consumption and a noticeable decrease in

 ' smokeless-powerunexpectedlyresultedfromtheuseo£
      fuel in a Diesel engine of direct injection type, a series

 ' wereundertakenforthepurposeofdeterminingtheir
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   The problem of cetane value in a Diesel engine began to be dis-
cussed after that of the oetane va}ue in a gasoline engine. The in-

crease of octane value o£ fuel was inevitable in a gasoline engine, and
an improvement of performance in a Diesel engine was also expected

by the increase o£ cetane value. Even though a fuel of high cetane
value was realized later and many experimental results were reported,

definite conclusion about the influence upon engine performance has
not been reached.
    According to the experimental results in the present paper, it may

be said that these various diseussions originated from the differences

among the types of test engine and the operating conditions-viz., type
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of combustion ehamber, fuel injection system, timing of fuel injeetion,

compression ratio, r,p.m., and load ete,

 2. Performamce tests on several types of cornbustion charnber.

   (i) Description of experiments.

   The types of combustion chambey employed in the present experi-
ments and the experimental results are shown in Figs. 5-a-9-Expriment

(I), (II), (III), (IV) and (V). The engine revolutions were kept at 1400
r.p.m., and the timing of fuel injection was adjusted so that the

ignition point was a}ways loeated at 2'-30 before the T.D.C.

    The case of a combustion chamber of horizontal injeetion is shown

in Fig. 5-Experiment (I), and an open nozzle was employed for the

fuel valve. As will be seen in this figure, it is a remarkable fact
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that the rate of fuel eonsumption increased very much and the maxi-

mum smokeless-power decreased extreme}y, when a fuel of high cetane
value was used. This fact must be eaused by the after-burning, In

other words, the thermal efliciency becomes poor because o£ a violent

a£ter-burning anct a larger amount of fuel is required for the same
output so that smoke appears earlier. Since one of the reasons for
such a large difference in engine performance was understood to be
in the use of an open nozzle and a long period of fuel injection, and
since the pulvenization of fuel was not favorable, the open nozzle was

replaced by an automatie valve. The results obtained are shown in
Fig. 6--rExperiment (II). The difference of performance du,e to the

variation of eetane value is not so !arge as was found in the previous

experiment. However, this figure also shows that the fuel of high
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cetane value causes an increase of fuel consumption and a deerease of
output. Besides, the fact, as one ean see in this figure, that the fuel

consumption increases in the range of Iight Ioad, when a fuel of N3
or one eontaining a considerable amount of N3 is used, was caused by

a large amount of tar oil content in the fuel. The combustion of tar

oi] is understood to be poor when the temperature of combustion be-

comes lower than a certain value. This kind of problem is entirely
independent of cetane value. Accordingly, a similar experimene was
repeated by using seeondary reference fuels for the measurement of
cetane va]ue, under the same conditions as in the case of Experiment

(II). TheirresultareshowninFig.7-Experiment(III). Thetendency
in these results is quite similar to the one shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
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Furthermore, the particular aspect of poor eombustion was not noticed

for fuels of low cetane value even in the range of light load, and the

fuel consumption curves are regular. As will be seen in the figure,

the infiuence of cetane value can not be noticed up to the load of
about 112. When the load is larger than this value, the after-burning

tends to be considerable as the cetane value becomes higher, and there-

fore the fuel consumption increases. As a Tesult, smoke appears earlier

in exhaust and the maximum smokeless-power lowers. The values of
the excess air factor R are also indicated in this figure. Judging from

this figure, one may see that smoke started at around R=1.5-1.6 in
this case.

   Fig. 8-Experiment (IV) shows the case of a Saurer combustion
ehamber, the compression ratio of which is 18.2. In this case, the same
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kind of influenee of cetane value noted in the previous cases was hardly

seen and it ean be said that there is no effect of cetane value on fuel

consumption curves. However, when the compressionratio was de-
creased to 14.3, as is shown in Fig. 9-Experiment (V), the'infiuence

of cetane value became noticeable once again,

   (ii) Discussion of the experimental results.

    By the experimental results described above, the increase of cetane

value lowers the performance of an engine when the ignition point is

adjusted to be at 20-30 before the
T.D,C. which point is usually aecepted

to be proper. For the purpose of
clarifying this matter, data on the

periods of fue} injection employed £or
the loads at around the niinimum fuel

consumption rates are a}1 collated in

Fig. 10. The periods of fuel injection

for automatic valves and the one open

nozzle were measured on the basis of

the movement of the valve spindles
and on the oscillogram of pr･essure
taken near the nozzle, respectively.

    First o£ a]1, when the open nozzle
is employed, as is indicated by (I) (Fig.

5), the ignition ]ag is extremely large

perhaps because the pulverization was
not goocl, and furthez', variation of

difference o£ cetane value is
employed in Experiments (II), (III),

the compression ratio was r=14.4 or

lags become almost the same.

The ignition Iag became smaller in

by the change of cetane value

   From the comparison of the
eonsumption rate explained above
injection, the following relations can

rate of fuel consumption for higher

of the ignition lag, It results that
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becomes late because o£ the late beginning of injection, and the most
part of the fuel is injeeted after the ignition point. First of all, in

the ease when the eompression ratio is the same as is shown in (I),
(II), (III) and (V) (Figs. 5t-7 and 9), the fuel inj'ection is completed

befoye the T.D.C. when the cetane number of fuel is 30-35 and the
most part of fuel is injeeted after the T.D.C, in the ease of Kogasin

fuel. This kind of late cut-off of fuel naturally beeomes one of the

reasons o£ lowering the efficiency. The rather large difference of fuel
consumption rate in this experiment seems not to be attributed only
to these reasons. One can naturally conclude that there is a considerably

Iarge differenee in the after-burning after the cut-off of fuel itself. In

the case of a fuel of low cetane value, the vaporization, the dispersion

and mixing of fuel into air before the ignition must be considerably

well completed, since the ignition lag is large and the most part of
fuel is injected before the ignition, and the other part of fuel would

also burn eompletely rather quick}y. In the case of a fuel o£ high
cetane value, however, one can understand that the after-burning
becomes severe, since the rnost part of the fuel is injected after
ignition and its combustion would be disturbed by the combustion gas

burned previously. The temperaeure o£ combustion gas is high and that
temperature promotes the combustion, but the most important thing for
the combustion of a Diesel engine is a good contaet of fuel with air.

    In Experiment (IV) a Saurer combustion chamber of 18.2 in com-
pression ratio was used. In this case, the difference of ignition lag
              'due to the difference of eetane value decreases extremely, and the
fuel whieh will be injected after ignition ean make a good eontact
with air, since the combustion chamber is a type which promotes high

turbulence. As the result, the aftey-burning could be understood to
be almost the same for all fuels; any considerable difference in fuel

consumption rate was not detected. The difference in fuel consumption

rate was so s}ight that it coutld be attributed to the diffeTence of the

cut-off o£ fuel injeetion.

   In order to elarify more preeisely the reasons discussed above,

the comparison between SRF 30 and Kogasin 82 shown in Experiment

(III) (Fig. 7) will be explained as an example. The variations o£ the
maximum pressure p3, excess air factor R', theoretical thermal effieiency

vth, and indicated thermal eMcieney v, graphed against the output are

shown in Fig. 11, p, and R' are experimental values, and rp,h was ca!-

culated with p3 and R' as a Sabathe cycle with the initial conditions

                                                '
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of p]=O,95 at. and Ti==350K, The %.
curve of Ti is the value eomputed from .x
the fuel eonsutmption with the friction ,, ts.CM,-,

poweFrirosft5ofHP.i3CIhU.aii,Y.;egaSoUf"evd,,'fo, ':-6o ,,/-h.':

Kogasin82islowerthanthatofSRF ±"'"
30, sinee p3 and R' are both smaller. f
However,'thereasonofloweringR'in t.th' ･
t.hgz c,as,e,gz,`.h,ati.h.e ,`,he,r,m. 1･i.g,ff.igiknzy, ･/S･

                                                         d
3i%e.",-bU.r,l",gt,,i}kd,lll06 W.h,? .Tt6･iS £,Oig ,, fo'

possessedbySRF30fOrthePUrPOSe BrakeHorsepower
of obtaining only the effeet of the
                                   Fig. 11. Comparison between themaximum pressure, the results become
                                          Fueis of S.R.E 30 and
asshownbytheehainline･Thedi£p Kogasins2. '
ference between this chain line and
the curve of rpth for SRF30 can be understood to represent the magni-

tude o£ deereasing in thermal eMciency due to the difference of the
maximum pressure. When the difference between these two curves
is compared with the difference in rp,, one can see that about 113 of
the differenee in fuel consumption rate originates in the difference of

the maximum pressu,re due to the variation o£ cetane value, and that
the other 213 comes from the degree of aftef-burning.

   Next, in order to ascereain the degree o£ a£ter-burning, the progress
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of eombustion was ealeu]ated on the basis of indieator diagrams. Fig.

12 shows also the cases of SRF 30 and Kogasin 82 in Experiment (III),

One can clearly see the reason foT decrease in thermal eMcieney when

a fuel of high cetane value was used. In the case of SRF 30, the most

part o£ fuel burns at the time o£ initial rapid combustion and the other
part also finishes burning quiekly. On the other hand, when Kogasin
82 is used, the initial eombustion is quite slow and the period of after-

burning elongates. Consequently, also the whole period of combustion
for Kogasin 82 beeomes long'er.

 3. Cases when the timing of ignition is changed.

    As the timing of £uel injeetion £or a Diesel engine is eommonly
regulated so that. the ignition starts at about 20-qlt-3e before the T.D.C.,

the experiments described in the preceding ehapter were per£ormed
with the ignition point fixed there. However, this point of timing is

too late for a fuel o£ high eetane value as will be seen on the indicator
diagyam and the line of eombustion rate shown in Fig. 12. Therefore,
it was undertaken to find the timing of fuel injec'tion for the minimum

fuel eonsumption rate by changing the ignition point. O£ course, if
the timing of fuel injection is advaneed, both the maximum pressure

and the rate of pressure rise are increased even for a fuel o£ high
cetane value, and the anti-knoek property must be sacrificed to some

extent, So, it is practically rather diMcult to determine a proper

timing of £uel injection.
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    The experimental engine and the experimental methods were same
as those employed in the preceding chapter; the experiment was under-

taken only for the combustion chamber used in Experiment (III) des-

cribed in the previous chapter. Details of the eombustion chamber
are shown in Fig. 13. The temperature was measured by the thermo-
plug inserted through the horizontal hoie made for the open nozzle,
sinee a vertical automatic injection valve was employed. The records

made by this thermo-plug may represene the temperature of the
cylinder wall.

    (i) The case of heavy load.

   The performance of the engine when the timing of fue} injeetion
is changed for a constant load of 10HP at 1400r.p.m. is shown in
Fig. 14. The righO and left-side of this figure are the performanees
against the timing of ignition and the beginning of injeetion,respectiveiy.
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   First of all, one may see that the minimum fuel consumption rate
is found for considerabiy earlier timing of ignition with an inerease

or" cetane value. At the same time, the earlier timing of fuel injection
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                       L

is desirable. Even though the differenee in fuel consumption is quite

large when the timing of ignition is at 20--30 be£ore the T.D.C. as in
the cases previously described, that differenee decreases with the
advaneement of ignition point. Even at the points of minimum fuel
consumption rate, the tendeney of showing a higher fuel consumption
still remaines with an inerease of cetane number,

   In order to find a clue for the explanation of these facts, it was

undertaken to find the combustion progress from indieator diagrams.

Some of the examples are shown in Figs. 15, 16, 17 and 18. It must

be noted here that the part o£ cooling loss is not taken into consider-
ation. The constant-volume degree of combustion was also obtained
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with the equation shown in Fig. 19, taking the eombustion at the T. D.C.

as unity. The tendency of the curves of rp,ih and fuel consumption rate

shown in Figs. 19, 14 respectively agreed unexpectedlY well. Further-

more, the comparison between Kogasin 82 o£ T,i, =O.888 and SRF 42 o£
rp,ih=='LO,991 at the points 1 and 2, respectively, in Fig. 19, for example,

                               O.991-O.888must give the difference of 203ex                                         =232 KcallBHP-h in the
                                  O,888
fuel consumption rate. This value coincides fairly well with the one

obtainable from the fuel consumption curves in Fig, 14. Aeeordingly,

it ean be understood that the change o£ fuel consumption rate with
cetane value exists in the difference of the pxogress of combustion.

Of course, the imperfectness of combustion, cooling loss, and friction

loss are also factors that have some infiuence upon the fuel eonsumption

rate, but they would almost be independent of eetane value.
    The advaneement of the ignition point to the point of maximum
thermal efficieney means a device to make the eombustion oeeur in
the neighborhood of T,D.C. as nearly as possible, In other words,
the combustion process (after rp,ih is taken into consideration) should

be made to occur equally on the two sides of the T.D.C. Of course,
since a larger cooling loss aeeompanies at the earlier combustion, the

timing of the actual combustion process should deviate more or less
toward the side after the T.D.C. Consequent]y, if the timing of
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ignition £or the maximum thermal eracieney is Iocated at an earlier
point, the combustion should also finish later, with the result that the

constant-volume degree of combustion and the thermal eMeiency must
decrease. Further, it can be said that the thermal efficiency beeomes

lower when a fqel of high eetane value is used, because the ,part of
fuel which burns at the instant of ignition is small and the total peTiod

of combustion elongates, for the Iag of ignition is small even at the

point of minimum fuel consumption. In the case o£ this kind of com-
bustion chamber, which is characterized by a considerable ehange of
ignition lag with eetane value, there is a very IaTge difference in the

progress of combustion, which results in a large infiuenee upon the

fuel eonsumption rate, so £ar as the same fueHnjection apparatus is
employed. It ean also be seen that the temperature of exhaust gas
becomes higher with the increase of the fuel eonsumption rate.

    For the purpose of further examination of the progress of com-
bustion, Fig. 20 is prepared from data graphedin Figs. 15-18. 0ne
can attain the following conclusions with the aid of this figure:
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               Fig. ZO. Combustion Progress transfered from
                       B"igs. 15-18 (Full Load).

    (a) Curves of 60-80% combustion lines show that the duration of
time required for eaeh combustion is approximately inversely pro-
portional to the period of ignition lag. It can also be seen that the

period of combustion becomes long when the fuel injection continues
until after the beginning of ignition. The reasons.are in the different
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prepartion for combustion resulting from the magnitude of ignition
lag and in the degre.e of disturbanee of mixing an' d contact With air
6f the fuel injected after the ignition. These are the main reasons

that caused the difference in constant-volume degree of combustion
explained above. If the attainment of minimum fuel consumption rate
is intended to be realized, the timing of fuel injection must be adjusted

So that about 60-70% o£ fuel would burn before the T.D.C.
t (b) ThQ duration of cornbustion from 80% to 90% does not differ
mueh as before with the timing of injection and the eetane value of

fue]. It may be understood that the infiuence of the ignition lag
gradually diminishes at this period.

    (c) The duration of combustion for the last 10% of fuel whieh''re-

mained becQmes exeeedingly long, if the period of its eombustion is

located far after the T.D,C. This Eact may be understood to mean
that the contact and the reaetion between fuel and air' become poor
with the decrease o'f pressure and temperature by expansion.
In the case of light. oil A, however, the after-burning becomes large,

for early timing of injection. The result seems to be inherent only
to this fuel; the other light oils of the same cetane value did not show

such a nature.
              '    The rate of maximuni pressure rise (alelPt ),... measured on indicator

diagrams is shown in P"ig. 14 against the timing of ignition. The value

( delput )... for £uels 'bee'omes large with the advaneement of the timing

of fuel injection, singe the ignition lag increases･ When (elaPt)... iS

compared at the same timing of ignition, it becomes smaller with the

inerease o£ cetane value, sinee the ignition lag bemomessmaller. These
facts can be naturally expected, but it may be worth-while to examine
the values of (-9el!(z-)... for the minimuin fuel consumption rate shown

with a chain line in Fig. 14. The values.of (aldPt ).,,. are almost the

                                        'same for all cetane values of fuels. Accordingly, if the tirning of fue}

injection is seleeted at the point of minimum fuel consumption rate,

the advantage of the antiknock property of high cetane fuel must be

sacrificed. Even at the point of minimum fuel consumption rate, the
a'mount of fue] injected before ignition point must be smaller for the

fuel of comparatively higher cetane value, since the i'gnition lag is
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samller. However, the fact that values o£ (delPt )..,. are almost the same

for all cetane values may merely signify that the inherent combusti-

bility of the fuel is higher for higher cetane value. The values o£
(elaPt)... fOr a COnStant beginning point of fuel injeetion are given by

two byoken lines in Fig. 14. When the timing of fuel injeetion is
late, the infiuence of ignitiop Iag becomes large and (ddPt )... becomes

smaller for higher cetane value, since the amount of fuel injected be-

fore the ignition is small. On the other hand, when a considerable
early timing of fuel injection is employed, the injection finishes before

ignition for all fuels and (CelIPt)...increases with the higher cetane

value. Aceordingly, these faets a]so indicate that the fuel of higher

cetane value has a higher inherent combustibility.

                                        It is generally said from
                                    the experimental result of one
                                    drop of fuel that its combus-
                                    tion veloeity is proportiona} to

                                    the "evaporation ability" and
                                    is independent of the eetane
                                    value. In the case of aetual
                                    combustion in a Diesel engine,
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however, most of the Euel
droplets are crowded and the

combustion of each droplet
usually oecurs under the con-

ditionofairshortage. Insuch
case, the chemical structure of

the fuel itself may also be

understood to have some
relation with the combust'ion

speed. In this meaning, the
inherent combustibility of a
fuel one is concerned signifies

the combustibility under a
eondition of actual combustion

inaDieselengine. Fig. 21

-
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shows the A.S.T.M.-distillation curves of the fuels used in the present

        `

   (ii) The case of light load.

   The per£ormance curves shown in Fig, 7 show that the fuel con-
sumption rates almost eoincide at about 4 BHP. This result comes from

the faet that the influence o£ the timing of fuel injection decreases,
since the fuel injection finishes before the ignition at that load. As

teadts,ti-BHPaH400rpm,
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it was judged that the difference of the inherent eombustibility would

evidently appear in the range of sueh a load where the infiuenee of
the injection timing is small, careful experiments were performed at

a constant load of 4 BHP for various kinds of fuel. Sinee the results

of several exp.eriments gave the same tendeney, only one example is
shown in Fig. 22.

   First of all, the comparison of the fuel eonsumption rate between
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･4BHP and full load reveals several differenees, At first the.timing

of ignition for the minimum consumption rate tends,to be closeic

together than in the case of fu]l power, and the beginning p,oint o£
injection for the minimum consumption rate'is retarded with the
higher eetane value, Secondly, the minimum fuel consumption rate
is lowered with the higher cetane value, e'ven though the magnitude

'is small. The first difference resulted because the difference in tke

'combustion progress was not so large as before, for the £uel injection

finishes before the ignition at this load. The reason for the second

difference can not be explained from the combustion progress. One
can merely understand from the eombustion progress that the duration

of combustion should elongate with the higher cetane value and that
the thermal eMciency should decrease. Especially, the temperature

o£ exhaust gas for SRF 35 is low in spite o£ an extremely large fuel
eonsumption rate. What is the reason for this contradiction between

the fuel eonsumption Tate and the exhaust gas temperature :2 Since
incomplete eombustion was judged to be the only reason for this con-

tradiction, the analysis of exhaust gas and the measurement of pene-

tration of the injected fuel were performed.

   Analysis of exhaust gas.

    The analysis of exhaus gas was undertaken by changing the timing

of fuel injection under the eondition o£ 4BHP and a constant speed

o£ 14eOr,p.m, The analysis was made with an improved Orsat ap-
paratus. Since the content of CO in the exhaust gas very slight and
H2, CH4, C.H. were seareely detected in several samples, this method

was jndged to be satisfactory. In the eombustion in an Diesel engine

it was assumed that a part of C ehanges into CO, and CO, and that
the other par't of C beeomes a soot; the quantity of soot was eom-
puted by means of the volume of suction air and the results of exhause

gas analysis. The results o£ this'computation are shown in Fig. 23.
                        '                            tl t
 igi;fiiefFqer L6adeFEng;ne5t

        i. pmtOmtemp l2 lsoc        's' E Fig.Z3.Ca16ulatedValueofSootv O.2

£t, ...s[il. If.. f                                           in Exhaust.
       N M-.-uo- ""Nar--'"g-r'ts-x.t..p .sRF3o-BE/g=O't ,,.-ct'sr-:LHI'I;,l,iii:"L..i.{?//;ygi:`F"eiSsS.R,F,7,OC=Z5718,"=l24:gisS-:glg2j

･q s.fiF7o'? SRMS Heavyoi187012,5   O.3e -2o, -lo
     'BegTnning Point 6F Fuel lniectib- in degrees
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The colour of exhaust gas was almost so-called smokeless, and the re-
liability of the absolute value of this soot is small. HQwever, it would

not be unreasonable to understand that this value of soot would fairly

represent the degree of incompleteness of combustion, It can be seen

in Fig. 23 that the quantity of soot inereases for the lower cetane
value. The quantity o' f soot is extremely large for SRF 30-eh-35, because

these £uels are o£ so low cetane value that the ignition point could
not be advanced by the advancement of fuel injeetion for the com-

pression ratio o£ this engine. In these cases, the combustion may be
imperfect. The quantity of soot is also large in the c'ase of the blended

fuel of Mili heavy oil and SRF70 in spite of its considerably high

eetane value. Actually, the amount o£ aecumulated'carbon on the
surface of the combU'stion chamber was large. Judging as a whole,
one may be able to understand that the reasons for eontradietion be-

tween fhe fuel consumption rate and exhaust gas temperatuye and of
fuel eonsumption raee at the point of the minimum fuel consumption
rate for .high cetane' value ekist in 'the difference of this incomplete:

neess ' of 'combustion,' si.hce the fuel consumption rate and the smount

of soot are approximately proportional.

    Measuremenf of penetration df injected fuel.

' inheinfitienceofthetimingoffuelinjeetiongiveninb"ig.23shows
that the amount of soot inereases by the earlier timing injeetiofi:

This result was understood to'have been caused by the worse.con-
ditions of temperature and pulverization of fuel as well as by the

combustion of a part of £uel after having adhered once to the pistonl
surface, sinc6 the amount of soot increases with the advancement of

fuel injec･tion. Accordingly, the penetration o£ injeceed £uel'was
ineasured as the next step of iinvestigation.

    The measuTment was performed by usirig water in place of fuel.
TWo electrodes with a gap about O.1mm were placed in the path of'

the injeeted fuel as is shown in Fig. 13 and the arrival of pulveyized

water was recorded. The results of measurement are shown in Fig.
24. When the injection is early, the penetrating speed of the injected

fuel is fast, beeause the density of air in the cylinder is small. As

the result, the pulverized fuel would r,each the piston surface rather

earlier, and it is possible that a considerable amound of fuel burns after

once adhering to the surfaee. This kind of combustion meehanism.
may.probab]y beone of the reasons for the'incOmplete combust'ion.
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which oeeurred when the timing was early. It may also be possible
that there are some differences in the incompleteness of eombustion
due to the structure of hydroearbon, when this kind of combustion on

the surface occurs.

    The maximum rate of pressure rise £or the minimum fuel eon-
sumption rate becomes as shown by the 'fine line in Fig. 22. It be-
comes a little lower for the fuel of high eetane value. Under the

condition o£ less infiuence of the timing of fuel injection by advancing
its timing so that the ignition lag would be rather large, the rate of

maximum pressure rise becomes larger £or the fuel of higher cetane
value as is shown by the broken iine in the same figure.

   The measurement of temperature was also performed in this case
with a thermo-piug as shown in Fig. 13. The results of measurement
are also graphed in Fig. 22, which shows that the temperature is
approximately proportional to the rate of pressure rise by combustion.

 4. Conclusions.

   In the case of a combustion chamber of direet injection type, the
difference of the ignition-Iag angle due to the difference of fuel ceeane

value is large, and cetane value o£ fuel exerts a large influence upon

the performance of an engine. If the cetane value o£ a fuel is high,
the amount that burns at first is not so Iarge, beeause the amount of

fuel injected before the ignition is smail and the duration of prepa-
ration foz' combustion is also short. Consequently, the most part of
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the fuel will burn gradually a£ter the first rapid combustion. In this
case, even if the fuel woul be exposed to the high temperature of
combustion gas, the combustion wil} be disturbed by the gas already

burnt, and the elongation of the combustion period must accompany,
As a result, the thermal efliciency itself must al$o be lowered. Even

if the comparison of the points of minimum fuel consumption rate is
the intended purpose of the experiment, it is found that the ignition

lag is small for higher cetane va}ue, and the effect of cetane value is
still left.

    It can be seid in general that the combustibitity of a fuel in a

combustion chamber is good and incomplete combustion occurs in small

degree when the cetane value is high.
    In the ease of a light load, the fueHnjetion wil]. be finished before

the ignition, beeause the period of fuel injeetion become shorter and

the ignition lag beeomes larger. This means that the effect of the
timing of injection becomes Iess, and the lowering of thermal eMciency

decreases. On the other hand, it sometimes happens that the thermal

eMciency improves when a fuel of high ceeane value is used £or a load
less than a eertain value, because the difference in eombustibiliey and

incomplete combustion can not be avoided.

    Concerning the relation between cetane value and knocking, the
phenomenon of knocking in a Diesel engine is different from that caused

by the abnormal rapid combustion in a gasoline engine, The I<nocking

in a Diesel engine indicates a differenee of combustion veloeity that

will be governed by the amount of fuel at the point of ignition, and

can be changed for any operating condition, However, if a device for

deereasing knoeking is employed, the thermal e'Mciency will generally

be Iowered, and a device of preventing the lowering o£ thermal
efficieney must be expeeted to result in a severe 1<nocking. Some de-
vices for deereasing the initial combustion veloeity and finishing the

combustion as quick as possible is preferable, but it would practically

not be easy. For instance, the employment of a pilot injestion or a
fuel nozzle of throttle type is simple and effective for the purpose of

restricting the knoeking when a fuel of low cetane value is used, but
it is still doubtful if the combustion is quickly and perfectly completed.

    Although the above diseussions are based upon the results of
measurements on an engine with a combustion chamber of direct in-
jection type for a certain constant speed, the effeet of eetane value

upon a higher speed must be larger and ie must be smaller for a lower
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speed, as far as the effects of cetane value exist in the differenee o£
ignition lag and ,cpmbustion progrees. Concerning the effect of com-

pression:ratlo,,the difference in ignition lag will be decreased by in-

creasing the compression ratio and the effect of cetane value must be

reduced. Moreover, the combustion ehamber and the fuel injeetion
system with Iess differenee in ignition lag depending upon the kind
of fuel4 m,ust, be less effected by eetane value. With regard to the

turbulence of air, the larger turbu}ence will give the better cQntact

between air and fuel, and the effeet of cetane value will also be
reduced.

              II. Combustion Progress when Pilot

              , InjectionisEmployed.. '
 1. Preface.

   ?i,lot injection is a deviee for reducing the knocking in a Diesel

engine of direct injection type and is praetieally applied mainly in
England.' Since the use of pilot injecion results in the deeresase o£

the i.gnitiQn lag of the £uel of the main injection, a re,duetion of knock-
ing can be naturally expected. HoweveT, the rise of a prob}em･whether

      . ' theuseofapilotinjection

op;fi.",o'gi3..

 blAu,"TetlcVelve'

 2xO･30inm
4=200 .t., Li.

    [.

Autmetic Volve

4,,.X ,Oi2o8LM,,1 /

x

't- i=t:v- t...=-.t.t.i "EL -.l{l:'I'

N
. HO" (Stteke:ILe)

   h=14･4

  ";ti';t'

 f･/1-i.L. :-ty.{-

.t)IS<,{' ,.]IIi,,

xx

 , AV::etthplump .
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   ;1

Fig. Z5.-

lndlaetef

Bosch

Fvel Pu,mp'

dp=8mm

Avrangement of Fuel Yalve
for' Pilot Injection.

 would make the･latter half of
combustion slow resulting in
severer after-burning accompa-
nied'by a reduction of thermal
efficiency must be expeeted from

the'results obtained in Study
I, Therefore,someexperiments
weJre undertaken in order to
clarifythesepoints. .

 2. Experimental method.

    The experimenQal engine is
'a single cylinder type with 110

mmx140mm cylinder dhnen-
sions;it is an engine of'direet

･injQction type .as shown in Fig.

25. Two-perfectlyindependent
injection pumps and nozzles are

employed. The horizonal and
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vertical fuel injection valves were inainly used Eor pilot and main
injeetions, respectively, but the reverse arrangement was also tested.

AIthough an open nozzle originally attaehed to this engine was first
used as the horizontal pilot injection valve, it did not give good results.

Therefore, it was replaced by an automatic valve with the same dia-

meters of nozzles exeept in the first experiment deslgnated by (A).

    All the experiments were performed with a commereial light oil
of cetane valve 55 as the main injeeting fuel and with the same light

oil or Kogasin II of cetane value 82 as the fuel for pilolt injeetion,

Since the pilot injection of a commercial light oil did not give an
effective pilot eombustion when the load was !ight or when an opeit

nozzle was used, Kogasin ･II was used for the purpose o£ giving an
effeetive pilot combustion, and its effeet was investigated.

    The amount of fuel and the timing of pilot injection were adjusted

to any time so that they would give a proper pilot combustion and
a preferable effect on indicater diagram byjudging the indicator dia-

gram obtained on a Braun tube. Since the injeetion beeame irregular
when the amount of inje'etion was quite small, the amount of pilot
injection could not be decreased beyond a certain point. However, the
purpose of these experiments was' not distuicbed, for an effective pilot

combustion did not oceur if the amount of injeetion was below that
iimitation.

    Coneerning the experimentai method, the test was continuously
performed with and without piiot injection in turn after obtaining a

stable running eondition Under the speed of 14eO r.p.m. and 4 BHP or

7 BHP; the fuel consumption and indica'tor･diagrams were obtained.
The indicator diagrams explained by the phrase "pilot injection only"

in Figs. 26-34 were taken from the tests with pilot injection at the

instantofcuttingthemaininjection. ,
    The,,eooling loss was tal<en into aeeount in all the computations of

the progre'ss of eombustion in this sectlon, because the amount of heat

generated by combustion is small when only the pilot injection is

employed and judgement pf the progyess of combustion becomes
diflicult 'without taking 'the coo]ing loss into account. Howevex, sinee the

measurement'of cooling loss under an aetual running condition is very

difficult, the cQoling loss. £oy the state Q£ self-running obtainable just
after cutting all ,the fuel was,a.ssumed. as the value of cooling loss.

The cooling loss assumed in,this manner ean easi]y be computed as
the difference between the work done given by compression and the
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increase of internal energy of the air in cylinder by analysing the
indieator diagram taken just at the moment of cutting all the fuel.

 3. Experimental results and diseussion.

   The experiments were undertaken for the following three cases,
and three records of each case are shown in Figs. 26rw34. The indicator

diagrams, the diagrams o£ combustion progress computed £rom the
indicator diagrams, fuel consumption rate, and the temperature of
exhaust gas are also shown in these figures.

  (A)pilotinjeetion･･････Horizontalopennozzle+･････Kogasin- 4B-H`P･'"Igi･gg:Z9

                (2×O.25 mm, elp: 8mm)

    Maininjeetion･･･-･･Vertiealautomatievalve･･･Lightoil- 7B.H.P.Ji･Fig.28

            <4 ×O.28 mm, po: ZOO at., elp: 9 mm)
  (B) pilot injection ･･････ Horizontal automatievalve {I}PgghatSt?.1-H-44BBIHHIP?I l: X･:I :g

            (2 ×O.25 mm, pJ: 200 at., elp :9 mm)

    Main injeetion -･････ Vertical automatic valve ･･･ Light oil- -'-7 B.H.P. ･･･ Fig. 31

  (C) piiot injeetion ････-･ Horizontai automatie vaive {LKiOgghaig¥.i-n-44 BBIHHIPpl [ii gl･3I ::

    Main injection ･-･･･t Vertieal automatic valve ･･･ Light oil-"-7B.HP. ･-･ Fig. 34

   The indieator diagram C in Fig. 26 was obtained for the same
beginning point of main injecton as in the case of diagram A by ap-
plying a pilot injeetion and by decreasing the amount of the main
injection so that the output would always be eonstant. One can see

that the eombustion velocity of the main injeetion £uel is obviously
very slow. The curve C-C' represents the differenee between the
total combustion progress C and the combustion progress of the fuel
injected by pilot injection C' and it Tepresents the combustion progress

of the main injeetion fuel. The indicator diagrams for an earlier
timing of the main injection than before are shown in Fig. 27. It
may also be clearly seen that the combustion veloeity with a pilot
injection is slow.

    Fig. 28 is the case of 7BHP output. Though an effective pilot
combustion could not be obtained unless a quite early pilot injeetion

was applied in the previous case of 4 BHP, a effective pilot eom-
bustion was obtained even for a late pilot injection in this ease. In

the ease with a pilot injection indicated as D, the eombustion velocity

of the main injeetion £uel is a little slower than in the case without
pilot injection A, but there was almost no difference between the cases
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of C anc A. Since the combustion o£ the main injection fuel begins
after the end of main injeetion in case C, the effect of a pilot inj'ection

would scareely appear.

    In Experiment (A), the fuel consumpeion rate was considerabley
increased when a pilot injection was employed, The slow combustion
of the main injection fuel is of course one of the reasons for the in-

crease in the fuel consumption rate, but its main reason exists in the

facts that the puly.erization by the horizontal open nozzle which was

used for the pilot 'injection was not good and the combustion o£ the
pilot injeetion fuel itself was quite bad.

    Experiment (B) is the ease when the oben nozzle was replaced by
an automatic valve with the same size of nozzles for the purpose of
improving the pulverization of the pilot injection fuel. Fig. 29 B shows
the result of expe/ iment when the timing of pilot ihS6ction was com-

paratively advanced so that its･ effect could be obtained as clearly as
                            r,possible. The comparison between the indicator diagrams A & B shows
that the rate of pressure rise is. very small and the after-burning
inereasies in diagram B. The increas'e of fuel consumption rate in

diagram B is comparatively small as a figure of 1.2%, beeause the
timing of fuel injection'in the case A, whieh was taken as,the objeet

of comparison, was a ]ittle retarded. Fig. 29 C is the case when the

timing of fuel-injection was selected with an intention of obtaining

the most favorable indicator diagram.' When this diagram is compared

to A, it ean be seen that the pressure rise is slow and the after-
burning is not so bad. Three pereents of decrease in fuel consumprion

rate compared to A resulted because the constant-volume degree for
A taken as the base of comparison was not so good.

    Fig. 30 shows the case when a commercial Iight oil, the same as
the main injeetion fuel, was used for the pilot,injeetion. An effeetive

pilot combustion is rather diMcult of a'ttainment when a commerieal
light oil is used. In the eases of C and D thg pilo't injection and the

main injectU'On were continuously made and the results are similar to

the case of singl,e injeetion with an early timing o£ injection. In the

present case,,.however, the £uel injection was made by two valves.
Therefore, a comparatively unfavourab]e pulverization of'fuel at the

beginning and the end of injection was doubly superposed, and a small

decrease of fue] consumption ratg wa.siobtained in spite of the advanced

timing of fuel ipjection. ･B represents the case of a larger amount
and an advan6ed timing of pilot injection. Sinee a pilot combustion
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oceurs in this case, an early ignition of main injection fuel, a small

rate of pressure rise and an effect of the pilot injection result and

the after-burning beeomes severer.
    In the case of 7 BHP as shown in Fig. 31, a elearer pilot com-

bustion can be obtainect. Curve B is the ease o£ t･he smallest am.ount
of pilot injection, and the results show that a clear pilot combustion

is caused to oecur to a considerabl extent and a decrease of combustion

velocity of the injected fuel ean obviously be seen. The rate of pres-

sure rise, the value of the maximum pressure, and knoeking are
decreased, but the after-burning becomes severer and an increase of
3.8% in fuel eonsumption rate is concomitant. Curve C is the case of

an increased amount and an advanced timing of pilot injection. There

is not a large difference in the amount and timing of pilot combustion

compared to the previous case perhaps because of an earlier timing
of the inj'ection. However, sinee the timing of fuel injection is ad-

vanced as a whole, the effect o£ pilot injeetion is not so clear eompared
to the ease of A. A decrease of 1.6% in fuel eonsump'tion rate is
obtained, because the whole timing of fuel injection is advanced and

the constant-volume degree of combustion is increased.
    Experiment (C) is the case when the two injection valves in Ex-
periment (B) weye exchanged each othey. Since the seetional area of

the nozzle o£ the horizontal automatic valve is small, the period of
main injection beeomes Ionger. Therefore, the pilot combustion oceurs

in the initia] stage o£ main injection and the effect of pilot injection

is more clear in this case. Furthermore, sinee the sectional area o£
the pilot injection valve is large, the amount of fuel injection becomes

irregular when it is throttled to less than 8-9mg per cyc]e, As a
result, an amount of pilot injection less than that value not be used

in this experirnent. The fuel injeetion pump used for the main in-
jection is a Mitsubishi type which has a fixed end of injection period.

    Fig. 32 shows the result when Kogasin II wa.s used as the piloe
injection fuel. A large pilot combustion ean be seen in this result.

The combustion velociey of the main injection fuel is quite small, be-

causg the large pilot combustion oecurs with the beginning of main
injection. The fuel consumption rate is extremely increas2d in casg
B, since the nozzle area of the injection valve wa.s too large to give

a small amount of pilot injection and the pulverization of fuel was

notgood. '
    In the expeyiment shown in Fig, 33, a commercial light oil was
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used for the pilot injection. A clear effeet of pilot injection ean be

seen in this case, too. In ease B an effective pilot cornbustion did
not occur and the combustion is also quite bad as will be seen on curve

B', beeause the amount of pilot injection was too small for the injection

valve used and an effective pilot eombustion did not oecur.

    In Fig. 34, the timing o£ fuel injection in ca,se A, which was used
as the basg of comparison, wa-s selected at about the point of best
thermal efficiency and the timing of injection in cases B and C is
taken so that the constant-volume degree of combustion will also be

favourable. Consequently, the eomparison between these two cases
can be said to present the best explanation of the effect of a pilot

injection. As will be seen, an app]ication of pilot injection obviously

resulted in decreases of the rate of pressure rise and knoeking. How-

ever, an inerea.se of about 3% in fuel eonsumption rate occurs even

in the case of the same maximum combustion pres.sure. When the
maximum pressure is lower in the case with pilot injection, the increase

of fuel consumption rate becomes of eourse larger. The reason for
that exists in the lowering of combus. tion veloeities of the main injection

and the pilot injection fuels, which lowering prolongs the duration of

eombustion and deerea.ses the thermal efliciency.

 4. Conclusions.

    (i) The employment of a pilot injection deereases the ignition lag

of the main injection £uel, and the initia} combustion velocity or the
initial rate of pressure rise and knockin.cr also decrease. In this case,

the decrea.se of the initial combustion velocity is related to the degree

of deerease o£ the ignition lag. It is necessary to make the ignition
of the main injection occur at least before the end of injection in
order to get an effective pi]ot injection.

   (ii) Sinee the decrease of knocking by use of a pilot injection is

re]ated to the ignition lag of the main injeetion fuel, the combustion

o£ that main injeetion fuel is also effected by the deerease of ignition
lag in a similar manner to that explained in Study I in this paper.
Namely, as 'the amount of fuel to be burnt at the initia] stage of rapid

combustion is decreased, the amount o£ £uel to be burnt ]ater increases
and the duration of combustion is prolonged. Looking more deeply,
one ean see that the fuel inj'ection into the combustion gas of pilot

injection and the shortening of ignition lag of the main injection £uel

ete. result in a disturbance of mixing o£ the main injection £uel with
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air becausg of the existence of a eombustion gas and that of giving
a preparation period to burn. As a result the duration of combustion
is elongated. This fact that the duration of combustion is elongated

fundarnentally means a decrease of constant-volume degree of com-

bustion and is necessgrily aceompanied by a lowering o£ thermal
efficiency. To state it briefiy, the ignition can be advaneed but the

whole combustion ean not be promoted by injecting a fuel into the
high temperature of the･pi!ot combustion gas.
    (iii) There is another reason for the decrea.se of thermal efliciency

which accompanies by an application of pilot injection. When a small
pilot injection is used, the combustion of the pilot injection fuel itself

beeomes very slow and an imperfect eombustion sometimes follows,
because the pulverization of the fuel is generally unfavourabie. The
degree of pulverization of the pilot injection fue} is appreciably related

to the fuel consumption rate. Generally speaking, the less the amount

of injeetion and the earlier the timing of injeetion, the wo.rse the

pulverization o£ £uel.

    (iv) When the ca.se with a.nd without pilot injection are compared

at their points o£ maximum therma} eMeieney, the £ormer is found to
be superior in the points of a smaller rate of pressure rise and a lower

maximum pressure, and the Iatter is better in the points of a shorter

duration of eombustion and a higher thermal efficieney. In the ca,se

wiehout pilot injection, however, a Tetarded timing of fuel injeetion
is practically used at the sacrifice of therma] eMciency for the purpose

of decreasing the va]ue o£ the maximum pressure. On the other hand,
the timing of fuel injeetion for the maximum constant-volume degree
of combustion can used in the ease with a pilot injection, becausg the

rate of pressure xise is small. Therefore, a.s a matter of praetice, the

compa.rison of thermal efficiencies is quite difficult. The comparison

under the condition of the same maximum pressure, however, shows
that a decreasg of about 3% in thermal eMciency seems to be una-
voidable when a pilot injection is used. The employment of pilot in-

jection of course results in a smaller rate of pressure rise and a Iower

knoeking, even i£ the maximum pressure is the same.
    (v) As a matter of practice, a device of giving the pilot and rnain

injections "Tith one injeetion valve must be per£eeted, since the use
of two injection valves is impraetical. In this case, it is also quite

a difficult problem to get a good pulverizaeion of pilot injeetion for

such a small amount of fuel. It may be concluded that the degree
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of pulverization of the smal] pilot injection £uel is the key to the fuel
consumption rate in a practieal engine,

      III.' Combustion and Performance of a Diesel Engine
                with Pre.Combustion Chamber.

 1. Preface.

   It is generally said that a Diesel engine with pre-eombustion ehamber

is insensitive to the timing of £uel injection. Praetically, a certain

amount of reta,rdation of £uel injeetion does not yield a Iarge effect
on the fuei eonsumption rate, The indicator dia.grams of the main
combustion chamber of an engine with pre-combustion chamber already
published also show that the timing of fuel injection is usually adjusted

so that the pressure rise caused by eombustion starts at around the
T.D.C. The point, why the timing of injection is not selected so that

the eombustion sta,rts early before the T.D.C. in order to attain a

higher thermal eraciency by inereasing the eonstant-volume degree of
eombustion, has attracted the present author's attention for a long time.

It is also said that a reveTse flow from the main combustion chambey

to the pre-eombustion chamber during the period of combustion oceurs

in an engine with pre-combustion chamber. The points-when this

kind o£ reverse flow oecurs and what kind of effect will result--have
not been clarified.

   Consequently, some experimental studies were undertaken at first
in the study of these problems,

   In former days, a pintle valve was used a.s the fuel injeetion valve,

but it has been replaced by a throttle valve since about 1940. The
advantage of using the latter is in the possibility of z'edueing the
knoeking by throttling the initial amount of injection, This advantage

can naturally be expected in the case ot an engine of direct injection

type. Ilowever, exaetly how is the throttle valve, and how is the
eombustion proceeding ? These points are the second item to be studied.

   Above in the section of Study I, the infiuence of eetane vaiue upon

engine performance was discussed in detail by using the experimental

results obtained by operation of an engine of direet injection type.

The infiuenee of cetane value upon the combustion and the perfor-

mance of an engine with pre-eombustion chamber will also be ex-
p}aine d.
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2. Test engine and experimental method.

   The engine employed for the experiment was of a single cylinder type

as is shown in Fig. 35, where the dimensions of its combustion chamber

aye also given. The dimensions of the pre-combustion chambey and
the connecting passage are almost the same as are usually found in
ordinary autoinobile engines. The fuel injeetion pump and the fuel
nozzle also have the same dimensions as are used for automobile engines

of the same eylinder volume-the diameters of the plunger and the
nozzle are 7mm and 1mm, respectively, and the cone angle of the
nozzle is 4 degrees. These dimensions were empioyed in order to ob-
tain the practical conditions of an actual engine.
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   The experiments were undertaken at a constant speed of 1400 r.p.m.

for two kinds o£ eonstant load of 10 BHP and 4 BHP by changing the
timing of f,pe] injection. The incticator ,diagrams of boeh combustion

chambers and the pressure difference between the chambers were
reeorded by electromagnetic osw'illographs.

   A commercial light oil of eetane value 53 was at first used in order

to investigate the general items, and the infiuence of cetane value was

studied by using seconda.ry reference fuels in the next step. Finally,

a number o£ experiments were performed to eompare the effects of
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apintlevalve. The range of experiments is a.s

Fuel valve Load Fuel Test number
Indieator
diagrams

Throttle valve

    ))

    ))

    ))

    tp

    Jl
Pintle vaive

    eJ

4

10

))

))

))

))

4

10

Light oil

   )J

SRF 50

SRF 70

SRF 40

SRF 30
Light oil

   )1

(V)

(VI), (XII)

(VII)

(VIII)

(XI)

(IX)

<xv)

(XIII), (XVI)

Fig. 37 a

Fig. 36 a, 36b

Fig. 38 b

Fig. 36 c

Fig. 38e

Fig. 38 d

Fig. 37b

Fig. 36 c, 36d

    A series of test number is assigned for convenience in explanation.

3. Experimental results and discussion.

   The eurves of fuel consumption rate for different timings of in-
jection and ignition were obtained for each experiment, and a eom-

parison of the' per£ormance was undertaken. Further, the appa.rent
combustion progress was computed from the indicator diagrams of
main combustion chamber, and the origin and the proeess of making

a difference in performance were elaxified. Some o£ the indicator
diagrams of both combustion chambers were analysed to obta･in the
combustion progress in eaeh ehambey, and a detailed combustion pro-

gress was obtained.

Performace
  eurves

Indicator djagrams and eurves
  of combustion pro.crress

Curves for
explanation

      10 BHP
Fig. 36
      Ligh't oil

      10 BHP
Fig. 38
      Throttle valve

      4 BHPFig. 37
      Light oil

Throttle valve

Pintle valve

 SRF 70
  ,, 50
  ), 40
  ,, 35

fThrottle valve

1?intle valve

VI
XIIec

XIII
XVI'･-

VIII'rc'

VII

XI
IX"･

v÷:-

xvee

".",."-,
 II

",".".".
 2j

      i'l

il------i--- 1)
..,...","･ 2i

Fig. 36'

Fig. 38'

Fig. 37'

ac indieates the eurves of combustion 'progress in eaeh combustion chamber.
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    Besides, for the purpose of convenience in eomparing the indicator

diagyams and the eombustion progress, figures of explanation are pre-

sented for the maximum pressure differenee between the two com-
bustion ehambers, the period of reverse flow, the maximum eombustion

pressure, ancl the eonstant-volume degree.

    The exp]anation o£ the results will be given by following the group
headings shown below.

  (i) Influence o£ the timing of fuel injeetion.

    (A) Performance curves (eomparison to an engine of direct lnjeetion

        type).

    The eurves of fuel consumption rate, exhaust gas temperature and
the angle of ignition lag for various timings of fuel injection are shown

in Figs. 36, 37 and 38. When these results are compared with those
of an engine of direct injection type (Study I, in Fig. 14) with the
sa.me cylinder, revolution, and load, the following diseussions can be

derived:

    (a) The ignition poin't (of the main eombustion chambey) for the

minimum fuel consumption rate is considerably retareded in comparison

with that of an engine o£ direet injection type, and it is located at
about 10---40 before the T.D.C. Detailed discussion will be given later,

Since the angle of ignition lag is usually almost the same ox slightly

less than that of an engine of direct injection type, the timing of fuel

injection for the minimum fue} consumption xate is also retarded.

    (b) The influence of the timing of fuel injection upon .the fuel

eonsumption rate is geen to be rather larger than in the ease of an

engine of direct injeetion type when the performance curves o£ the
two types are compared. Therefoye, the possible range of the timing
of fuel injection seems to be narrower for an engine with pre-com-
bustion chamber, but a detailed study will prove that this is not really

true, In the case of an engine of direct injection type, the point of

ignition for the minimum fuel eonsumption rate is located considerably

ahead of the T,D.C., and the gradient o£ the fuel consumption curve

increases rapidly a£teT around the T.D.C. '
    Since the pressure rise becomes steep and the knocking becomes
severe when the timing of fuel injection is set for about selected at

around the point of minimum consumption rate, the timing of injection
is usually regulated so that the ignition occurs at axound 20-30 before
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the T.D,C. Therefore, the £uel eonsumption rate increases rapidly, i£
the timing of £uel injection is retarded £rom that position even a little.
On the other hand, in the case of an engine with pre-combustion
chamber, the point of ignition for the minimum fuel consumption rate

is placed at around 10"-q-･40 before the T,D,C., and the pressure rise

around that point is not very steep as will be seen on the indicator

diagrams. Therefore, the timing of fuel injection for 'the sake of

attaining the minimum fuel eonsumption rate is usually used £or the
practical purposes. Sinee the fuel consumption curve is almost fiat

around the point o£ the minimum fuel eonsumption rate, a small de-
viation of the timing of injection does net-affect it. In this respect, the

author believes that an engine with pre-combustion ehamber is usually
considered to be rather insensitive to the timing of fuel injection.
    One can see on the eurves of fuel eonsumption rate against the
ignition point of an engine with pye-eombustion cha.mber that they are

rather steep in cases of both early and late timings o£ ignition, A
rapid inerease of fuel eonsumption rate for an early timing is caused

by a rapid increases of cooling loss and a reverse fiow from the main

combustion chambex to the pre-combustion ehamber. The detail of
this reversg fiow will later be further explained. Sinee the point of

ignition is rather difficult to be exactly determined on the indicator

diagrams of an engine with pre-eombustion ehamber, the curves of
fuel consumption rate against various ignition points were obtained by

determining the beginning o£ combustion from the computed result
of combustion prog.ress, The results obtained in this manner gave
a steep slope at the side of reta.rded timing of ignieion. In cases of

retarded timing of fuel inject2on, however, there should be a period
when a very small amount of fuel burns gradually at first, and a elear

rapid eombustion £ollows a£ter that as will be seen on indieator diagrams
or curves of combustion progress. Therefore, it might be reasonable
to take the point of ignition as the beginning point of this main rapied

combustion The eurves of fuel consumption rate obtained in this
manner are indicated by broken lines.

    (e) The angle of ignition lag £or a pre-eombustion chamber is
smaller than for an engine of direct injeetion type, when it is eom-
pared with respect to the same timing of fuel injeetion, because the

compression ratio is high. The angle of ignition lag £or main com-
bustion chamber is almost same as that of an engine of direct injection

type when the timing of injection is early, but it becomes smaller when
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that timing is retarded. There is a differenee of about 20 in crank
angle bet ween the ignition points for main and pre-combustion cham-

bers, even if that difference varies slightly with the kinds of fuel.

    The significant point of the ignition lag for an engine with pre-

combustion chamber exists in a larger variation of ignltion lag againse

the timing of fuel injection than in the case of an engine of direct

injection type. This is a result of the increases of pressure and tem-

perature in the pre-combustion chamber at around the point of fuel
injection whieh are larger than in the case of an engine with single

combustion eharnber. These inereases o£ pressure and temperature
are caused by the severe infiow of the working medium into the pre-

combustion chamber.
   In the cases of pintle valves, the angle of ignition lag eonsiderably

decreases eompared to the cases of throttle valves and the variation

of ignition lag against the timing of fuel injeetion a]so decreases ap-

preciably, because the ignition lag is related to the amount of fuel
initially injected.

   (B) General discussion of indieator diagrams.

    A series ef indicator diagrams obtained by changing the timing
of fue]. injection for eaeh experiment is shown in Figs, 36 a, b, e, d,

37 a, b and 38 a, b, c, d. A remarkable variation of the forms of in-

dicator diagram can be seen in these figures as a resu!t of slight
changing of the t･iming of fuel injeetion. In the ease of an engine of

direct injection type, a rapid pressure rise appears even £or a con-
siderably retarded timing of fuel injeetion, but in an engine with
pre-combustion chamber a slight retardation of fuel injection causes

a rapid decrease of the maximum eombustion pressure and fina]ly it
becomes not to exceed the compre'ssion pressure. Even in this case,
there is not a remarkable increase of fuel consumption rate. This
kind of matter can not be experienced for an engine of direet injeetion

type, and the present author was rather surprised to notice that the

fuel eonsumption rate was not so bad even under the condition o£ such
a strange indicator diagram. Therefore, an investigation of the origin

of this phenomenon was first undertaken.

    As the first step, a number of apparent combustion progresses

were eomputed from the indicator diagrams o£ main combustion
ehamber, and the general aspects of this phenomenon became almost
elear. Thexefore, the conclusions obtained by looking over these series
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Indicator Diagram and Combustion Progress.
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of indicator diagrams and apparent combustion progresses will be de-

scribed at first without going into the detailed Q.xplanation about each

of them,

    (a) Pressure differenee between the two combustion ehambers.
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   The pressure difference between main and preL･combustion chambers

during the combustion period can not become- very large when the
ordinary dimensions of connecting passage and the fuel injection system

arQ employed,
   The maximum pressure differences are shown in Fig's. 36', 37' and
38', diving the period of eombustion into two parts, initial and later.

It sometimes happens that the pressure difference o£ about 6-10 at,
appears just for a short time at the initial part of combustion when

the timing of injection is willfully advanced. However, the maximum
pressure difference that appears between the two ehambers is almost
the same or less than the one that occurs durlng the compression stroke,

when the timing of fuel injection is selected in the range usually used.

Therefore, when a usual timing is used, the l<inetic energy of the infiow

from the pre-combustion chamber into the main ehamber is not very
layge, and the distribution of the fuel would not be very good in a

flat type of main combustion chamber, This faet was already proved
by Schnickieh(i) after his analysis of the gases tal<en from various parts

o£ the main combustion chamber. The thermal efficieney and output
of an engine have been improved in Japan since several years ago by
changing the shape of main chamber into a t,vpe constx.ueted around

the connecting passages. The fundamental reason of these improve-
ments exists in the supplement of small kinetic energy by the change

of combustion chamber.

   (b) Combustion veloeity.

    Looking at the diagrams of combustion progress obtained from the

indicator diagrams o£ the main 'eombustion chamber, one can see that
there is almost no difference in the eombustion velocity of the main

part of the combustion proeess even in the cases of strange indicator

diagrams. There is also no differenee in the after-burning. Accor-
dingly, there was not an extreme inerease in fuel consumption rate,

even if the timing o£ fuel injection were retarded so that the main
part of combustion would begin as late as 150-200 after the T,D.C.
Of course, a decrease of constant-volume degree by the shift of the
period of combustion to the side after the T.D.C. as a whole and a

litt}e increase o£ the £uel consumption rate would aecompany. Still,
sueh a deerease of constant-volume degree were comparatively small
as will be seen on the curves of v,ih in Figs. 36', 37' and 38'. These

(1) "Die Verbrennung im Vorkammermotor" A.T.Z., Jg 34, Ht 251411940.
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l<inds of phenomena can not be seen in an engine of direct injection

type. These results may be brought about originated by the infiow
of very unstable activated fuel into the main chamber, beeause the

£uel is thermally cracked by the high temperature in pre-combustion
chamber.
    The above results are noteworthy features of an engine with pre-

combustion chamber from the standpoint of the eombustion proeess,
and they also account partially for the insensitiveness of this type of

engine to the kind of fuels. Sinee the injection of the unburnt 'ffuel

into the rnain combustion chamber in an engine with pre-eombustion
chamber is similar to the air injection oE fuel in an air injection Diesel

engine, the purposes have been forwarded only to the point o£ obtaining

a good distribution o£ fuel. However, a design of eombustion chamber
must be perfected hereafter which will make use of the eharacteristics

described above.

   (c) Point of minimum fuel consumption and reverse-flow phenomena.

    It has already been clarified that the ignition point £or the
minimum fuel eonsumption rate exists at a point far later than in the

case of an engine of direct injeetion type, and that it is loeated at

about 10-40 before the T.D.C. However, that the fuel consumption
rate would becorne minimum under this condition ean not be expeeted

from the standpoint of constant-volume degree of combustion. For the

purpose of investigating the origins o£ this peeuliair result, the timing
of fqel injection was advaneed. When the timing of fuel injection was
forced to advanee, a severe noise naturally aceompanied, but the most

troublesome points encountered were the high temperature of the
combustion gas that flows out from the pre-combustion chamber and

repeated failures ln respect o£ valve leal<age eause･ d by a thermal
deformation at the exhaust valve part, where the gas of high tempera-
                                                    'ture hits directly. Another diff}culty in the eontinuation of the ex-

periment was that the same £uel consumption rate could not be obtained
so easily as before when the timing was once advanced in this manner.

This all means that the engine was overheated to a considerable extent.

There£ore, the main part of the reason that a decrease of thermal
eMciency originated against the intention of improveing the eonstant-

volume degree seems to be a large amount of cooling loss. This is an

acceptable matter in an engine with pre-combustion chamber which
is accompanied by a violent fiow of g'as,
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    A reverse flow into the pre-combustion chamber caused by the
high pressure produeed in the main combustion chamber during the
period of eombustion is also a matter to be considered. The reverse
fiow occurs only at the time when the timing of injection is advanced

and it becomes severer with the degree of advaneement of the timing

of £uel injection. The reverse fiow does not occur at all when the
timing of fuel injection is late. The point of the minirnum fuel con-

sumption rate is loeated at around the border where the reverse fiow

begins to oceur as will be seen from Figs. 36', 37' and 38'. The loss
of the reverse fiow is eomposed from the thi'ottling loss and cooling

loss that oeeur when the combus'tion gas Teady to work in the main

combustionchamberflowsbaekintothepre-combustionchamber. While
the reverse fiow is oceuring the outfiow of fuel from the pre-combustion

chamber stops, and the objeet o£ inereasing the constant-volume degree
must necessarily be saerifieed.

   Looking at the diagrams of combustion progress, one ean see that
just after the reverse flow it becomes usually slow, and that the end

of eorr}bustion is also retarded in some diagrams, The temperature of

exhaust gas a]so pxesents evidence for this faet by showing a tendency

to increase when the timing of fuel injection is extremely advaneed.

   (d) Constant-volume degree of eombustion.

    The constant-volume degree of eombustion was computed upon the
basis of the following equation by using the diagrams of the apparent

combustion progxess that were derived from the indieator diagrams
of main combustion chamber, The results are shown in Figs, 36', 37'
and 38t.

    Congtant-volume degree of combustion:

         rp,aih =: 2i S elelH. rpgia'ela

where

       H = total amount of eombustion heat
       a == crank angle
       v,i.== rate of lowering of thermal eMcieney at an arbitrary

            position of combustion,

          == 1- rlelarmi/1- rkl-i

       r. == compression ratio at an arbitrary position of combustion
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       vth == theoretical thermal eMciency

          == O.580 (for T= 16.25, R=1.8)-ll :=:1.311.

    For reference, the values o£ eonstanVvolume degree obtained in
the section of Study I £or an engine of direct injection type under the

conditions o£ the same output and fuel are tTansferred to these figures.
    Comparing these two curves of constant-volume degree, one can
see that the gradient of the curve is not steeper for an engine with

pre-combustion ehamber than in the case of an engine of direet injeetion

type, when the timing of fuel injection is retarded £rom the position
practically and usually used, This is also one of the reasons that an

engine with pre-combustion chamber is insensitive for the timing of
fuel injection.

    The comparison between these two types o£ engines at the position
of fuel injeetion practically used also shows that the constant-vo}ume .

degree of an engine with pxe-combustion chamber is considerably lower
than that of an engine of direct injection type. The thermal efficiency

oi an engine with pre-combustion chamber is worse than that of an
engine of direct injeetion type because of the losses of throttling and

cooling as well a.s the lowering of the constant-volume degree o£ com-

bustion, However, the lowering o£ constant-volume degree should not
be understood a.s an unfavorable result, since it was caused by re-

tarding the beginning point of combustion but not by the increase o£
after-burning. Looking at the series of the diagrams of combustion
progress, one ean see that a rapid pressure rise appears at the initial

stage of combustion and the cooling loss increases, when the timing
of fuel injection is early, and that a worthless Iowering of eonstant-

volume degree oecurs as there is a part of very slow combustion at
the initial stage of combustion, when the timing of injection is retarded.

It is also obvious that the combustion proeeeds at a uniform velocity

from the beginning to the enct in the neighborhood of the pQint for

the minimum fuel consumption rate. This kind of combustion may
be deemed as preferable for an internal combustion engine. The

problem o£ advancing the period of combustion withont failing to
maintain this sort of good,progress of combustion is still remains to
be settled.

    (ii) Effeet of cetane value of fuel.

    The experimental results for various cetane values of fuel are
shown in Figs. 38, 38', and 38a, b, c, d. Fro'm these results, the fol-
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Iowing diseussions can be derived as to the effeets of eetane value.

   (a) Indieator diagrams and the pressure difference between
       the two combustion chambers.

   The lines of pressure rise caused by combustion in both combustion

chambers approach very near in the case when a fue} of high eetane
value is used, and the two lines are somewhat apart when the eetane

value of fuel is Iow. There£ore, the pressure difference between the
two chambers is comparatively small in the former case, and it is com-

paratively large for the Iatter.

   In the case of a high cetane value, the initial rate of pyessure rise

in the pre-combustion ehamber is slight, since the ignition lag is sma}l.

If the pressure rise in pre-combustion chamber is gradual, the pressure
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differenee between the two chambers must be small. Furthermore,
if the eetane value of a fuel is high, its ignition property and com-

bustibility may be good even at the time when it flows into the main

combustion chamber and the combustion will proceed continuouslly.
Consequently, the indicator diagrams for these two chambers naturally

have a tendency to approach eaeh other, and the pressure difference

between the two chambers becomes small.
    On the contra.ry, in the case of a Iow cetane value fuel, the pre-

ssure rise in the pre-combustion ehamber is quite rapid and the pre-
ssure difference beeomes eomparatively large.

   The initial rate of pressure rise in the main combustion chamber

becomes almost the s?.me as that in pre-eombustion chamber, when
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the connecting pa-ssage between the two chambers is comparatively
Iarge as is the usual case. The latter part of pressure rise in main

combustion chamber diffeys by the pyogress of combustion, and the

maximum pressure sometimes exeeeds the maximum value of the
pressure in pre-eombustion cha.mber in ce.rtain easqs of fuel and in-
jection timing.
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    (b) Reverse fiow.

    The change of the duration of reverse fiow in correspondenee to

various timings of fuel injectiQn is shown in Fig. 38L A reverse fiow

does not oceur in the case of a late timing of fuel injection, In the

case of an advanced timing of injeetion, the duration of reverse flow

rapidly increases for a £uei o£ high cetane value; i'ts inerease is not
so large for a fuel of low eetane value. When a fuel of SRF 35 is
used, the reverse fiow did not occur even if the timing of injeetion
was considerably advanced. As will be sgen on indicator diagrams,
in the ca,se of high eetane value, the pressure rise in' pre-eombustion

chamber and the pressure difference between.the two chambers are
comparatively small and the pressure resulting from combustion in
main chamber easily exceeds the pressure in pye-eombustion chamber,

For a fuel o£ low cetane value, on the other hand, the pressure in
main chambey can hardly exceed the pressure in pre-combustion cham-
ber, since the pressure rise in the latter is very large and the com-

bustibilityoftheunburntfuelintheformerisnotverygood. ,

    (c) Apparent combustion progress,

    The comparison of the diagrarns of combustion progress for £uels
of various eetane vaiues shows that the combustion velocity of the main

part o£ combustion, after the initial rapid one, is large and thae the
combustion finishes early, when the cetane value of fuel is low. These

results may seem to be against the ignition property and the com-
bustility. However, the combustion velocity was promoted because of

the Iarge pressure difference between the chambers, which resulted
in an in.crease of fuel infiow into main chamber and of the possibility

of distributing the fuel into air. Also, the duration of reverse fiow

governs the combustion velocity of the main part of combustion when
the timing of fuel injeetion is ear]y. In the case of a fuel of SRF 35,

for example, the combustion velocity at the main combustion is appre-

ciably large and the eombustion finishes early, sinee the pressure

differen¢e between the two chambers is large and since there is no
reverse fiow. However, in the case of SRF 70, the combustion is slow

and the constant-volume degree is also small.

    (d) Performance curves.

    The comparison of performance curves is shown in Fig. 38.

    The main reasons for the higher £uel consumption rate in the use
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o£ a fuel of high cetane value exist in an insuMeient distribution of
fuel into air due to the small pressure difference between the two
chambers, a low combustion veloeity, and a low constant-volume degree,

    In the case of low cetane value fuels, the pressure difference be-

tween the chambers is large, and the distribution of the fuel is good.

Also, there is not a large reverse fiow in this ease. Consequently the

constant-volume degree of combustion is high, but the flow of ga.s be-

comes severe, and the cooling loss increases. Thus a tendeney of
inereasing the fuel consumption rate xesults. Especially when the
timing of fuel injeetion is early, the combustion beeomes very rapid,

and a vibration of gas in the combustion chambers appears (especially

in the main chamber) and the cooling loss extremely increases. There-
fore, the fuel consumption rate increases very rapidly.

    A fuel of about 5e cetane value is the case between these extreme

ca-ses, and it gives the best fuel eonsumption rate. The reasons may

be that the size and the form of the pre-combustion chamber and the
size of the connecting passage employed in practical engines were
determined by testing with a commercial light oil of about 50 cetane
value.

    In the case when a fuel of high cetane value is used,.it .is..neees-

sary to make the connecting passage small and the pressure differenee

between both chambers rnust be large. The distribution of fuel in
main combustion chamber must a]so be good in this case. When a fuel
of low eetane value is used, on the other hand, the conneeting passage

must be large and the pressure difference between the two chambers
must be small so that an extreme increase of cooling loss would be
prevented.

    (e) Comparison of the point of minimum fuel consumption rate.

    As wa.s described above in the section of "Infiuence of the timing

of fuel injection", a late timing of fuel injection Iowers the constant-

volume degree. If the timing of injection is advanced in order to
increase the eonstant-volume degree, an extremely large cooling loss

and a reverse fiow oecur, and the purpose of improving the constant-

volume degree can not be effectively attained. Therefore, the timing

of injection for the minimum rate o£ fuel eonsumption is not loeated
at the position of the maximum constant-volume degree, but it is plaeed

near the position where a reverse fiow begins to start. Furthermore,

the pressure rise resulting from combuseion is not so severe for this
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timing of injection, so it can be used foic a practical operation. This

best timing of injection is almost the same for all cetane value, and

the same timing of injectlon can be used even if that value of fuel
is changed.

    (iii) Throttle valve and pintle valve.

    The rate of injection by the fuel injection valve was as shown in

Fig. 39 at the fuel pump revolution of 700 r.p.m. for the amount of
injection equivalent to 10 HP output, when the valve was tested by

injecting a £uel into open air. The rneasurement was performed by
receiving the injected fuel in a number of thin ceHs arranged around

a dise running with a high speed.
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               Fi.d. 39. Measurement of Fuel Injection Rate.
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    The comparisons of performances of an engine with throttle valve

or pintle valve are shown in Figs, 36, 36', 37 and 37'. From these
experimental results, the following conclusions can be derived,

    (a) Initial stage of combustion (rate of pressure rise and maximum

       pressure on indicator diagams).

    The effects of a throttle valve evidently appear at the initial stage

of combustion in a pre-combustion chamber; both the rate of pressure
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rise and the maximum pressure are low. Howevey, since the period
of fuel injection is usuaily longer (350---400 cran}< angle for the full

load) in the case of an engine with pre-eombustion chamber compared
to an engine of direet injection type, the pressure rise at the initial

stage o£ combustion is originally not so large.
    In Fig. 40, the points of ignition in pre-combustion chamber with

a throttle valve in Experiment (XII) and those with a pintle valve in

             gg
             l･-

             /6

             £.

               O 10 20 30 40                          Crank Angle in degrees

          Fig. 40. Ignition I}'oint noted on the Fuel Injection Curve

                  intheCasesofExperiment(XII),(XVI). '
    '
Experiment (XVI) are indieated on the curves of fuel injeetion rate,

One can see, in this figure, that the amount of fuel injected before

the ignition is about 1!5-113 of the total fuel to be injected, which

is not very large. It may be worth-while to note that the amount of

fuel to be injeeted before the ignition is almost the same in both
eases at point C where the fuel consumption rate is minimum. This
unreasonable result was obtained perhaps because the test was carried

out by injecting the fuel into open air. In the case of a praetical

injection into a cylinder, the effect of throttling o£ a throttle valve

   Since the sectional a.rea of the conneeting passage between the
two chambers is compara'tively ]arge and the pressure rjse in pre-
eombustion chamber promptly appears also in the main chamber, the
pressure rise in the latter is rapid when a pintle valve is used.
However, the initial rate of combustion in the main ehamber does not
differ in cases of both a throttle valve and a pintle valve as will be

seen in the diagrams of combustion progress in each chamber.

    (b) Latterstageofeombustion.
    When a thrbttle valve is used, the 'combustion after reaching the
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point of maximum pressure, which oceupies more than 213 of the total

fuel, gives a ]arger pressure difference between the two chambers, a

larger rate of combustion, an earlier end o£ combustion, a higher
eonstant-vo]ume degree, and a better thermal eMciency. (ref. the
apparent combustion pro.crress in Figs. 36 a, b, e, d, 37 a, b, and Figs, 36',

37,).

             '
' (c) Comparison at the point of the minimum rate o£ fuel
       consumption.

   The point of the miniinum rate of fuel consumption represgnts a
good measure for the comparison between the two eases, sinee the
pressure xise at this point is no't so xapid and the timing of injection

for the minimum fuel consumption rate can be practically employed.
    The ignition points for the minimum fuel consumption rate at full

load are about 40 and 10-20 before the T.D.C. when a throttle valve
and a pintle va}ve a.re used, respeetively, As the pressure rise is rapid

and the eooling loss is large when a pintle valve is used, the point of

ignition must be retarded. In the case o£ a light load, the cooling
loss does not ehange very much even if the amount of fuel is de-
creased. Therefore, the point of ignition for the minimum rate oE fuel

consumption was retarded in comparison to that of full load, and the

ignitioR points for a ]ight load o£ 4 BIIP were found at about 10 before

the T,D.C. for both types of £uel valves.

    A pintle valve gives a worse £uel eonsumption rate, whieh comes
£rom a large eooling loss and a lower eonstant-volume degree of
combustion.

    Fig. 41 is given £or the purpose o£ eompariAg the £uel injeetions
with the two valves by arranging the diagram of injecting rate of

 '
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the two types of valves so that the beginning points of fuel injeetion

and ignition would coineide with those for minimum fuel eonsumption
rate. One can see, in this figure, that the end of fuel injection of

a pintle valve is later than the one of a throttle valve, As a result,

the constant-volume degree and the thermal etlieiency may have
lowered, when a pintle valve was used.

    As will be seen from Indicator Diagrams (V)-D in Fig. 37 a and
(XV)-C in Fig, 37 b, the point of eut-off of fuel injeetion for a pintle

valve is also later than that for a throttle valve, when the output is

4 BHP.
    Furthermore, the difference of fuel consumption rates for these

two cases beeomes larger when the output is small, beeause the per-

eentage o£ cooling loss beeomes large.

    (iv) Combustions progress in eaeh eombustion chamber,

    The combustion progress in eaeh combustion chamber was eomputed
for each three respresentative indieator diagrams with regard to the

following experiments.

Fig. 36 b (XII)

Fig. 36d (XVI)

Fig. 38 a (VIII)

Fig. 38d (IX)

Fig. 37a (V>

10 BHP,

))

     '
)t

     '
))

     '
4 BHP,

throttle valve,

pintle vaive,

throttle valve,

   )t         '
   ))         '

commereial light oil

  11
SgeF 70

SRF 35
commercial light oil

    It is rather diMcult to reaeh detailed eonclusions out of this limited

number of experiments. Still, the following points at least were
clarified:

    (A) Combustion in pre-combustion chambey.

    (a) The volume o£ the pre-combustion chambe.r oecupies 40% of
the total clearance volume, and the amount of ai£ contained is suflicient
to burn about 70% of the fuel foy full load (1.8xO,4=O.72 with R=1.8),

However, only about 20-30% of the fuel for the full load is burnt in

the pre-eombustion chamber. The absolute arnount of fuel to be burnt
in that chamber was almost constant withoutregarding to the magnitude

of load. However, a detailed eomparison of combustion progress will

show that the amount of £uel burnt seems to have a tendency to
inerease when the output is small because of a large ignition lag.
(cf. Indicator Diagram (V)in Fig. 37a),
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   (b) The eombustion in the pre-eombustion chamber is governed
mainly by the ignition lag.

   In the case of an early timing of fuel injection, a rapid combustion

at first occurs beeause of the large ignition lag, and the fuel injeeted

thereafter into the pre-combustion chamber fiows into the main chamber

with the lowering-of pressure in the main chamber without undergoing
a significant eombustion.

   In the case oE a retarded timing of fuel injection, the initial com-

buseion is less rapid beeause of a sma}1 ignition lag, and the amount

of the total eombustion in the pxe-eombustion chamber usual!y be-

comes small by a gradual progress of combustion.

    When the timing of fuel injection is properly selected, the eom-
bustion rate is also proper and the total amount of combustion in pre-

combustion chamber is usually large.
   In the case of an extremely advanced timing of injection, however,

a severe xeveyse flow usually oceurs at the same time and a decrease

of total amount of combustion in pre-eombustion chamber is generally
noticed. The reverse fiow seems to have a trend to restrict the com-

bustion in pre-eombustion ehamber.

   (B) Combustion in main eombustion ehamber.

   (a) The beginning point of combustion in main chamber appea,rs
about 20 in crank angle after the ignition point in pre-combustion
chamber. There should not be an ignition lag as large as 20, because

the working medium with unburnt fuel flows into the main ehamber
as a fiame so that the eombustion would proeeed continuously. This
diserepancy should perhaps be attributed to the position of the pick-up

of indicator. The pick-up arranged for the main chamber was placed
at the side opposite to the conneeting passage. If the sound velocity

of 750mls is assumed for the propagation of pressure wave in the gas

in cylinder, the duration of traversing the cylinder should be 1.220
in crank angle at the engine speed of 1400 r.p.m.

   (b) There aye two clearly different stages: initial (period uneil

the maximum pressure is attained) and later (period after the maximum

pressure) in the diagrams of apparent eombustion progress computed
from the indicator diagrams of main combustion chamber. When the

timing of fuel injeetion is early, the initial stage o£ combustion is
quite rapid, contrariwise it is very slow when the timing is retarded.

In the case of properly selected timing of fuel injection, there is no
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difference in the Jrate o£ combustion in these two stages and the com-
bustion progresses uniformly at a proper rate.

    An apparent eombustion progress includes the combustion in pre-

combustion ehamber indirectly as well as the combustion in main
chamber. The actual combustion progresses which proceed in the ma.in

chamber are shown on the diagrams of combustion progress in eaeh
chamber. It can also be seen, in these diagrams, that the rate of
eombustion is almost the same in these two stages of combugtion and

that the combustion is proceeding at almost the same rate £rQm the
beginning to the end o£ eombustion. Also, this eombustion progress is
almost independent of the timing of fuel injection and the cetane value.

(When the timing of fuel injection is ]ate, there is a period of very

slow combustion at the initial stage of the combustion progress in main

chamber. As will be judged £rom the loeation of the ignition point
indieated on the diagram of fuel injection rate already shown in Fig.

40, this period oE gradual combustion must result, because the ignition

occurs mid-way of the throttling of the throttle valve and the rate

of injeetion is quite small £or a little while. A£ter the period of
throttling. a similar combustion o£ high velocity also appears),
    The fact that the combustion rate in main chamber is al.ways

almost uniform without regard to the timing of £uel injeetion is an
important feature of an engine with pre-combustion chamber.･In the

case of an engine o£ direct injection type, the combustion becomes
very slow and the after-burning beeomes severe when the £uel in-
jeetion is retarded, because the combustion oceurs at a eomparatively

late stage of expansion stroke where the temperature and pressure
are low, However, the fact that the combustion rate is almost the
same even for a retarded timing of injection in an engine with pre-

combustion may mean that the fuel enters into the main combustion
chamber at such an activated state that a certain lowering of pressure

and temperature can be neglected. It can also be understood that the

fuel gathered at the narrow top of pre-combustion chamber is thermally

eraeked by a high temperature under the condition o£ insuffieient air,
and it becomes to be in an unstable and aetivated state.

    The distribution of fuel into air is also deeply infiuences the com-

bustion rate, The good distribution of fuel in main combustion by
the large mixing ability of gas entering into the main chamber can
also be one of the reasons for the preferable eombustion described
above. A]so, the combustion progxess in main chamber must be related

tt
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to the amount of fuel fiowing into the chamber.

    The velocity of fue] inflow into the main combustion chamber is

primarily governed by the velocity of injection £rom the £uel valve,

even in the case o£ an engine with pre-eombustion ehamber. There-
fore, the combustion rate had to be almost the same when the same
injeceing apparatus was used. However, the amount of fuel is also
governed to some extent by the injecting velocity of gas from the
pre-combustion chamber. At the same time, the ability of mixing

with air is entirely dependent upon the injeeting veloeity o£ gas. There-
fore, the eombustion in main combustion chambey must be related to
the pressure difference between both chaynbers, The pressure differ-

ence between the two ehambers in the latter stage o£ combustion,
where the main part of eombustion oceurred, was almost the same,
but it became a little la,rger when a fuel of low eetane value was
used. As a result, the rate of combustion was slightly increased by
this effeet of a little larger pressure difference in this case,

 4. Conclusions.

    As answers to the problems proposed in the preface to this chapter,

the following conclustions can be derived from the above discussions:

    (i) In the ease o£ an engine with pre-eombustion chamber, the
ignition point for the minimum fuel eonsumption xate is considerably

late compared to that of an engine of direet injection type, It is

nearby at the T.D.C. The constant-voluine degree o£ eonibustiod is
bad for this timing of ignition. Even if the ignition point is further

advancedi however, an extremely large cooling loss resulting from a
rapid pressure rise, a severe reverse fiow, and an increasing iCuel con-

sumption rate ean not be avoided.
    (ii) An engine with pxe-eombustion ehamber is insensitive to the

timing of fuel injeetion, because the timing for the minimum fuel
consumption rate is praetical]y used as 'the pressure rise by combustion

for this timing is not rapid.

    The combustion velocity in main combustion chamber is almost
constant, because the fuel flows into the main chamber in an activated

state, cracked in the pre-combustion chamber and the unburnt fuel is

well distributed by the gas injected £rom the pre-combuseion chamber
so that the eombustion would easily be advanced even if the timing
   d-, -of m3eetion is retarded.

    Consequently, the fuel consumption rate should not change very .
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much for any timing of fuel injeetion and an engine with pre-
combustion chamber is also eomparative]y insensitive to the kinds of
fuel,

   (iii) The pressure difference between the two chambers during
the period of eombustion becomes large when the timing of fuel in-
jeetion is quite advanced, so far as the sectional area of the con-
neeting passage is large enough as is usually employed. However, the

pressure difference is unexpectedly small when the timing ofinjection

is se}eeted at the point £or the minimum fuel consumption. rate or at
a point iater than that, and it is almost the sgme or smaller than the

maximum value o£ the pressuire difference during the eompression
stroke. Consequently, in the case of an engine with a fiat type main

eombustion chamber, the distribution of fuel in air is not perfeet and

the magnitude of pressure dfference exerts some infiuenee on the
eombustion rate in the main chamber.
   (iv) Even though an engine with pre-combustion chamber is said
to be comparatively insensitive to the kinds of fuel, some difference
in the performances was noticed in a fiat type of main combustion
ehamber as the cetane value of fuel was changed.
   Concerning the effeets of cetane value, the fuel consumption rate

was best for a fuel of 50tw55 eetane value and it became worse in
both cases of higher and lower cetane values. This fact seems to result

because a group of combustion deviees sueh as the sectional area of

connecting passage, the shape and the volume of pre-combustion

ehamber and the £uel injection system, etc. were determined by the
use o£ usual commercial light oil for many years. In the case o£ high
eetane value fuels, the pressure difference between the chambers
during the combustion period is small and the combustion velocity in

main ehamber beeomes a little slower because of an imperfect distri-

bution of £uel. When the cetane value is low, on the other hand, the
pressure differenee becomes large and the eombustion velocity be-
eomes high, but the eooling loss increases because of a severe fiow of

gas at the initial stage of eombustion and the fuel consumption rate
.

Inereases.

   (v) With regard to the diffexence of using a pintle valve or
a throttle valve the rate of pressure rise and the maximum pressure
were both low in the pre-combustion chamber as well as in the main
ehamber and the knocking was small as was expected, when a throttle

vaive was used. This resuited because the pressure in both chambers
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easily balances and the pressure difference between the chambers is

small, when the seetional area o£ eonnecing passage has a usual di-
mension of O.4-O.45% of the piston area,
    Sinee the degree of pressure rise at the initial stage of combustion

is c}osely related to the thermal efllcieney of an engine with pre-

eombustion chamber o£ large cooling loss, the use of a pintle valve
which is accompanied by a rapid pressure rise is required in oxder to
retard the timing of fuel injeetion and the end of fuel injection must

be late so that the whole period of eombustion will be retarded. There-

fore, the use of a pintle valve also gave the worse result in fuel
eonsurnption rate.

    In view of these considerations, a thrott}e valve must be yeeom-

mended for ,the purpose of giving the ignition in the middle way of
throttling of a throttle valve so that t･he rate of pressure rise at the

initial stage of eombustion will be redueed, for the sake of controlling

the knoeking and the fuel eonsumption rate.
    Fuythermore, one ean also summarize the fol!owing eharaeteristics

of combustion in a Diesel engine with pre-combustion chamber from
the above discussion:

   (a) Since the £uel fiows into the main ehamber after being
activated in the pre-combustion chamber, the eombustion in main
chamber does not depend upon any slight dfference of pressure and

temperature in the eombustion chamber. -
   (b) The injection of combustion gas from t･he pre-combustion
chamber is very effeetive for the distribution of unburnt fuel in the

main chamber, and it is also help£ul to promate earlier completion of
combustion,

    The charaeteristies of combustion in (a) and (b) are the main
reasons of the insensitiveness of an engine with pre-combustion chamber

in respeet to the timing o£ fuel injection and kinds of £uel.
   (c) Since the pereentage of eooling loss is eomparatively large in

an engine with pre-eombustion chambey, it is better to make the re-

duction of the rate of pressure rise at the initial stage of combustion

foJr the purpose of decreasing the £uel consumption rate, too.
    (d) As the amount of fuel to be burnt ae the initial stage of com-

bustion is small in order to restrict the rate of pressure rise and the

maximum pressure, the most part of combustion oceurs in the later

stage .of combustion a£ter reaching the maximum pressure. Even if
the combustion progress in this later stage is genera}ly good owing
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to the characteristics explained in (a) and (b) without regard to the
timing of fuel injection and the kinds of fuel, even a small change of

pxessure difference between the two chambers also infiuenees the com-
bustion velocity, because the usual sectional area of connecting passage

gives originally a sma]I pressure difference and the distribution of
fuel into air is also imperfect.

    The charaeteristics for combustion described above may permit to

derive the following suggestions £or the design of eombustion ehambers:
    (a) So far as one of the characteristics of combustion in an engine

with pre-combustion chamber exists in the £acts that the fuel is
activated by passing through the pre-combus'tion ehamber and the
combustion in main chamber occurs quite rapidly, the Iarge throttling
loss and cooling loss which are the weak points of an engine vgTith pre-

combustion chamber may be ab]e to be redueed by enlarging the
sectional area of the coonnecting passage, The reduction of pressure

difference between the two chambers by enlarging the seetional area

o£ eonnecting passage can be faeed by constructing a eompact main
eombustion chamber around the passage.

    (b) When the cetane value of £uel is largely changed, attention
must be paid in designing the combustion chambers. When the fuel

is o£ a low cetane value, the sectionai area of the eonnecting passage
must be enlarged, so that a large cooling loss ean be avoided as far

as possible by reducing the initial injecting velocity of combustion gas

from the pre-eombustion chamber.
    In the case of a fuel of high cetane value, the main combustion

chamber must be constructed compactly around the connection pa･ssage,

because the pressure difference between the. ehambers becomes smail

and the distribution of fuel in the main chamber becomes naturally
worse. The deviees o.f shortening the period of fuel injection and
enlarging the rate of injection will also be a Tecommendable method

for mastering of the Problem of increasing the pressure difference

between the combustion ehambers. ･
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                             Closures

    A treatment o£ combustion problems in an actual Diesel engine
was undertaken in the present paper based upon the analysis of indi-

cator diagrams. Such analysis ineludes a tedious procedures of com-
putation but stand.s on a simple principle. Some actual problems on

combustion and performance whieh are unable to be solved by a funda-

mentai study were elarified. The computation of combustion progress

obtainable £rom indicator d.iagrams can be performed in comparatively
short time when a well prepared calculation plan is estab]ished. This
kind of procedure may be one of the most effective devices in investi-

gation the combustion problems and judging the performances of an
actual.engine in the manufacturing factories. The most important thing

in applying this method is to have as reliable indicator diagrams as

possible. The possibility of obtaining valuable information is wholly

dependent on the accuraey of indicator diagrams. The author before
coneluding this paper would like to stress the vital necessity of the

improvements of the indicator for the further development of the
studies in this field.


